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2 of 3 people found the following review helpful:
A lifesaver! Wonderful, educational, entertaining DVD, December 28, 2005
Reviewer: Erinn Agras (Boulder, CO) - See all my reviews
I bought this DVD when my daughter was about 6 weeks old, hoping there was something that could keep her entertained for short periods of time while
I had a (much-needed) break in those early weeks/months of parenting. I'm aware of the AAP's recommendation of no TV for children under 2 and I'm
not sure if that includes DVDs such as this, but I decided to buy it anyway. I am SO glad I did - my daughter, who is nearly 5 months old now, LOVES
this DVD. It plays pleasing classical music and has a woman's soothing voice describing various shapes, colors, and objects. It features babies and young
toddlers playing and my daughter loves looking at the children. Since I don't want her watching regular TV for a long time to come, this DVD is perfect. I
am so thrilled to have found something educational and entertaining for her that also gives me a bit of rest. It helps with tummy time too - I prop her up
on the boppy pillow (supervised, of course) and she'll stay on her tummy for 20-30 minutes watching this DVD. It obviously doesn't replace quality time
with mom and dad, but when she's fussy and doesn't want to play, it's a nice respite for her and us. It also enables my husband and I to have dinner
together most days of the week, which every new parent knows is a rarity (prior to buying this DVD, my husband and I hadn't eaten a meal together
since before the birth). I can't say enough good things about it. I also bought the Left Brain version and it's excellent as well. As my daughter grows I
plan to get more in this series.
The Right Brain/Left Brain DVDs are geared towards young babies 6 months and up (though my daughter was much younger when I bought them and
she loved them right away) so if you have an infant, these are the ones to get. I bought Shapes and Colors, which is for babies 1 year and up and she
isn't quite ready for that one yet.
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:
We love Brainy Baby at our house. , December 4, 2005
Reviewer: Mischelle Weedman-Davis (Seattle, WA) - See all my reviews
I just can't say enough good things about the Brainy Baby series of videos and toys. I have allowed my baby to watch one Brainy Baby video per day
since he was about 6 months old. He loves them. And I love being able to have a few minutes to clean my kitchen. :) As soon as the Brainy Baby theme
music comes on he starts to smile. He is captivated. I like them much more than the Baby Einstein videos.
And the toys.......he LOVES them. "Hello, Brainy Baby!" They are the most loved and most used toys in his toy box. I have to keep an extra stash of
batteries just to make sure that they are all working all the time.
We love Brainy Baby at our house.
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)
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8 of 9 people found the following review helpful:
BLOWS AWAY BABY MOZART & BABY GENIUS - BUY THIS!, April 24, 2003
Reviewer: A viewer
We started our baby on the DVD's early, and now at 11 weeks he goes nuts for the brainy baby right brain DVD - he loves it! He gets real excited, and
shakes his hands in the air when I put it in. *** The best feature is the DVD has pictures, music AND narration...Baby Genius & Baby Mozart ONLY have
pictures and music. The Brainy baby right brain explains to your child what the picture is - sometimes they explain in rhyme which makes learning
easier. ALSO, this DVD doesn't have a lot of stuff to fast forward through before you get to the actual stuff. There are activities, storybook, and sing
along options too...get it you won't regret this purchase.
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)

Great Video - many uses, March 19, 2003
Reviewer: Margaret G Green (Hohenwald TN) - See all my reviews
This video held my daughter's attention when she was younger, and now that she is three she can run the video machine herself and will choose this
one when she wants to relax. I have used it in the morning to wake up to, I find it a peaceful and serene way to start the day. When I have several
children over, I find that playing this video in the background sets a tone for the atmosphere of my home - peaceful. It is also interesting and
educational, and I believe it helped my daughter's development when she was a baby. It certainly has a positive affect on everyone who watches it in
my house! Even adults!
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful:
Amazing learning videos, January 26, 2003
Reviewer: TANYA (Maryland) - See all my reviews
I have been educating my child with the Brainy Baby videos since she was 8 months old. My child is now 23 months old and she is on the educational
level of a 3 year old. My child has mastered the sounds of all of the letters of the alphabet, she can count to 20 in English and to 10 in Spanish. My child
also knows all of her Shapes and Colors. ... The Brainy Baby videos will EDUCATE and ENTERTAIN at the same time for 45 minutes ... I believe that by
allowing my child to view Brainy Baby right brain Left brain has allowed her to be a whole brain thinker, making it easier for her to retain information. I
am truly the proud parent of a Brainy Baby.....
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)
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4 of 5 people found the following review helpful:
Brainy Baby LEFT BRAIN, April 1, 2004
Reviewer: "katiematie429" (East Cobb, Georgia) - See all my reviews
Two thumbs way up for this addition to the RIGHT BRAIN video! Our daughter is either busy trying to find the flash card that goes with what is being
shown on the screen or she is twirling to the music. Either way she is learning and that is the whole reason we bought these in the first place. I have
found quality for my money and an educational experience with Brainy Baby that doesn't talk down to our kids but inspires them to join in on the
learning!
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
Great Hit With My Baby, February 25, 2004
Reviewer: Holly Helgren (Fernie, British Columbia Canada) - See all my reviews
I have a 13 month old boy and he has both the Right and the Left Brain video and he loves them! I can have the TV on any time around him but he only
really pays attention to it when I put on one of these videos. I tried the Baby Einstein videos and Baby Mozart held his interest for a bit, but nothing like
the Brainy Baby series. I've noticed that at first he loved the Right Brain the most but as he gets older he is becoming more and more interested in the
Left Brain Video. I have also lent them to my friends that have the Einstein videos and some of them have gone out to buy the Brainy Baby series. I'm
on my way now to try some more of the series
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)

3 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
Good concept but Right Brain is better for my 1 year old, November 21, 2003
Reviewer: A viewer
My daughter won't watch the left brain video but pretty much throws a party everytime I put the right brain on. The video just isn't very interesting.
Parts of it are like "D A D D Y" spells Daddy. My 1 year old isn't ready for this yet and gets bored with it that she ends up giving up on the video. So we
haven't made it through the entire video yet. Since I put the video on whenever I really need to get something done, I can't afford to have her become
uninterested in it within 3 minutes. So I usually resort to putting on the Right Brain or one of the Baby Einstein videos (Mozart, Beethoven or Bach - the
rest aren't as good).
Was this review helpful to you?

(Report this)
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